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Employment Practices Liability 
Top 10 reasons why you should buy Employment Practices Liability (EPL) insurance 

1. EPL covers both actual and ALLEGED acts of
discrimination, harassment, retaliation,
wrongful termination and other similar
employment practices violations.

2. Three out of five employers are sued by
former employees every year.

3. Over 40% of EPL claims are against firms with
fewer than 100 employees.

4. Some Federal and State employment laws
apply to all employers regardless of employee
count - any size company has exposure!

5. The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) resolved more than
92,000 charges of discrimination in 2015 and
obtained more than $525 million for victims
of discrimination.1

6. The financial ramifications of not having EPL
insurance can be crippling, especially for
small firms because they do not have the
operating budgets to handle the defense costs,
let alone settlements or judgments, of an
uninsured claim.

7. The median judgement for employment
lawsuits which go to trial is approximately
$200,000, which is in addition to the costs
of defense. 2

8. There is no EPL coverage under other
insurance policies such as General Liability
(GL). Any endorsement to another policy
generally provides insufficient limits, does not
provide the breadth of coverage of a separate
EPL policy and erodes the limit available for
the GL exposure.

9. Based on data gathered by the Federal
Judicial Center (a federal and research agency
for the US courts), the number of wage & hour
lawsuits increased 4.7% over the prior 12
month period. The agency reported that there
were 7,764 wage and hour complaints in
2013, increasing to 8,126 in 2014. 3

10. Recent Supreme Court decisions have
lowered the standard of what constitutes
retaliatory treatment. Retaliation has
become the #1 most frequently cited form
of discrimination, beating out race
discrimination. 1

1 Source: “EEOC Releases Fiscal Year 2015 Enforcement and Litigation 
Data,” U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. 

2 Source: Employment Practices Liability: Jury Award Trends and 
Statistics 2013 Edition, Thompson Reuters. 

3 Source: Alfred, Richard “The Wage and Hour Litigation Epidemic 
Continues,” Wage & Hour Litigation Blog. Seyferth Shaw LLP. 16 May 
2014. 
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